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Forest fire and climate change in western 
North America: insights from sediment 
charcoal records 
Daniel G Gavinl*, Douglae J Hallett?, Feng Sheng HU~, Kenneth P Lmtzmm4, Susan J pricbards, 
Kendrick J Brown6;', Jason A Lyncha, Patrick Bartlein', and David L Peterson9 

Millend-scale records of forest fire provide important baseline information for ecosystem management, especially 
in regions with too few recent fires to describe the historical range of variability. Charcoal records from lake sedi- 
ments and soil profiles are well suited for reconstructing the incidence of past fire and its relationship to changing 
climate and vegetation. We highlight several records from western North America and their relevance in recon- 
structing historical forest dynamics, fire-climate relationships, and feedbacks between vegetation and fire under cli- 
mate change. Climatic effects on fire regimes are evident in many regions, but comparisons of paleo-fire records 
sometimes show a lack of synchrony, indicating that local factors substantially affect £ire occurrence, even over long 
periods. Furthermore, the specific impacts of vegetation change on fire regimes vary among regions with difEerent 
vegetation histories. By documenting the effects on fire patterns of major changes in climate and vegetation, p a l e  
fire records can be used to test the mechanistic models reauired for the ~RdiCtion of future variations in fire. 
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F orest fires have swept into public and policy aware- 
ness over the past several decades, with an increase in 

the frequency of large fires in western North America 
(Westerling et al. 2006). At the same time, human settle- 
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ments and other infrastructure are impinging on the wild- 
land interface at an unprecedented rate, resulting in 
annual US federal suppression costs exceeding $1 billion 
in 3 of the past 6 years (OIG 2006). These recent, large 
fires have been attributed to a variety of processes, from 
local increases in fuel loads and shifts in stand comwsi- 
tion to regional and global changes in climate 
(Schoennagel et al. 2004). In some regions, such as the 
southwestern US, historical fire suppression has been 
blamed for increases in stand density and fire severity 
(Allen et al. 2002). In contrast, climate change explains 
recent patterns in fire occurrence over broad areas of 
western North America (Fauria and Johnson 2006; 
Trouet et al. 2006). The few forecasts that exist indicate 
that the trend toward increased incidence of fires will 
continue (eg McKenzie et al. 2004; Flannigan et al. 2005). 

To place modem fire processes in a meaningful context, 
scientists and policy makers need a long-term view of fire 
var~abllity. Fossll records describing past ecosystems- 
(paleoecological records) can quantify the historical *- 

range of variability of fire occurrence. They can therefore 
provtde an Important reference for ecosystem-based 
strategies aimed at malntainlng ecolog~cal processes, , 

habitats, and species (eg Wlllis and Birks 2006; Figure 1). 
It should be made clear, however, that application of 
paleoecolog~cal data to forecasting the future 1s compli- 
cated by the fact that the future may not resemble any 
tlme In the past (Jackson and Wllllams 2004), partrcu- 
lady w~th  respect to the climatic and fuel controls of fire. 
Wh~le thls may llmlt the potenttal for the past to serve as 
an analog for the future, there 1s an lmportant need for a 
mechanlstlc understand~ng of the processes that pro- 
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In this review, we highlight several 
paleo-fire records Crom westem North 
America and explain their relevance in 
the reconstruction of historical forest 
dynamics, fire-climate relationships, 
and feedbacks between vegetation and 
fire under climate change. We also 
emphasize the importance of paleo- 
records for validating dynamic ecosys. 
tem models designed to project future 
fire regimes (Panel 1). 

Millennial-scale variability in fire 
regimes 

Knowledge of long-term forest distur- 
bance rates is essential for answering 
basic questions related to forest dynam- 

Figure 1. High-seuen'ty fies, such as this one in central ~hka, result in the mordty ics, such as the predominant mode of 
of most canopy trees. Such fires are typical over broad a m  ofwestem Nonh America. tree recruitment (following large fires, -. 
1 he return intervals between high-severity fires typically range from && ro small-scale tree deaths, or wind distur- 
m i h n i a ,  due to the time required co renew fwel loads and the rarity of i g n i h  rmd fie bances) over periods spanning more 
weather. Becawe of the luck of a tree-ring record pteaatmg the most recent high- than a single tree generation. If forest 
severity fire, the only source of infurmaion on the long-term variability ofh in these management is to be based on the con- 
~ g i u n s  is the paleoecdogid recosd. As ahese fies &posit abundant wood charcoal into text defined by their historical dynamics 
soils und lake sediments, a increasing number of c h n m d  remr& me clmtfying the (eg simulating patch size and intensity 
connections m g  climate ckmge, vegetation change, and fire. 

~ - 

of typical forest disturbances), distur- 
bance histories are crucial sources of 

duced the variability observed in paleoe~olo~ical records information (Swemam et d. 1999). In regions where fire 
(Flessa et al. 2005). is rare, disturbance histories must be long enough to char- 

Paleo-records can provide information on the response acterize the frequency and range of variability of fire 
of fire and vegetation through periods of substantial cli- occurrence if we are to understand the development of 
mate change and thus help to characterize the controls of the current vegetation and fire regime. One such region is 
fire occurrence over long periods (Clark et al. 1996). Such the cool and wet coastal rainforest of the Pacific 
records offer spatial and temporal perspectives that are suit- Northwest of North America, where fires have lasting 
able for multi-scaled analyses; these can be used to identtfy effects on the ecosystem, due to the longevity of the trees 
which processes regulating fire regimes are scale-invariant (> 400 years) and the slow rates of decay. For example, i t  
(ie operating at all times and within small or large a m )  is common to find evidence of recent disturbance, possi- 
and which are scale-contingent (ie operating only at one bly fire, in the form of shade-intolerant tree species of a 
temporal and spattal scale; Figure 2). For example, will the single age embedded within old-growth forest (Agee 
large-scale fire-climate relationships of the past 30 years 1993). In these regions, paleoecological studies represent 
(eg Westerling et d. 2006) extrapolate to longer periods a key approach to understanding the natural variability of 
that encompass large-scale changes in climate and forest fire regimes. 
composition? Similarly, will these relationships scale down Paleo-fire studies from the coastal rainforest of southwest- 
to smaller areas that vary greatly with respect to fuel loads em British Columbia, Canada, show how the spatial and 
and probability of ignition? Answers to these questions are temporal panems of fire have shaped the diversity of cur- 
particularly useful for placing modem fire-climate rela- rent forest structure. Radiocarbon-dated soil charcoal along 
tionships into a context that is relevant for Local land man- an 1 1-km valley on Vancouver Island indicated that 20% of 
agers. The perspectives from paleo-records are also espe- the sampled sites, mostly terraces or north-facing slopes, 
cially helpful for regions where fires recur at intervals of had not bumed in over 6000 years (Gavin et d. 2003; Figure 
decades to centuries, and where fires are sufficiently 5a). A lake-sediment record from similar forests also sug- 
intense to result in the mortality of most canopy trees (ie a gests multi-millennia1 periods with limited fire, preceded by 
"high-severity" fire regime). In these regions, tree-ring fire- greater fire activity during the early Holocene 
history data typically do not include a sufficient number of (1 1 700-7000 years ago), when forests were dominated by 
fire events to allow us to understand the longer-term, fire-adapted species (Brown and Hebda 2002; Figure 5b). In 
higher-amplitusle responses of fire to large climate changes contrast, soil charcoal and tree-ring evidence on dry, south- 
(Romme and Despain 1989; Figure 1 ). facing slopes show that nearly all such sites burned within 

--9% Q The E c ~ k ) ~ ~ c a I  Society of Amrr~ca 
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the past 1000 years. These sltes have shallow soils 
and stunted forests consistent with the cumulative 
impact of multiple fires on the soil resource. 
Further mland, In southwestern British Columb~a 
and at high elevations, sub-alpine meadows and 
adjacent forests experienced greater fire frequency 
than sites on similar terrain on the coast (Hallett et 
al. 2003; Figure 5c). Despite the presence of early 
summer snowpacks that could have reduced fire 
occurrence, these sites have more frequent light- 
ning ignitions compared to coastal areas and are 
more likely to be influenced by blocking ridges of 
high pressure that dry fuels across British Columbia 
and Alberta. However. the soil charcoal record - - - - - -  

from this forest-meadow parkland indicates that 
fire intervals at specific points were of sufficient 
length (> 400 years) to support widespread old- 
growth conditions (Lertzman et al. 2002; Figure 
5d). Together, these studies show huge spatial and 
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temporal variability in past fire regimes in south- 
western British Columbia, and help to reveal the Fwe 2. The spatial and temporal W n s  of fie hrstgr methods span 
processes that generated today's ecosystems. several orders of magnitude. Vertical lines extend from the finest tempo& . - 

accuracy to the d m u m  temporal depth of a particular method. Horizontal 
Comparing fire histories to assess the role lines extend from estimates of the finest spatid OCCUraCy Of ~d~dld records 
of climate to the combined spatial extent of all existing North American records. A 

teminal circle represents an insurmountable consnaint on a pamcuhr 
A simple principle underlying most fire-history method. Dashed lines represent the potential to extend fie hrstory f u r h  
studies is that the direct impacts caused by climate back in time, although chrs is contingent upon discovering such records. 
should result in spatially synchronous fire activity Arrows represent the potend for more spatial coverage with future work. 
across sites (Swemam 1993). Consistent with this While tree-ring and sediment paleo-fire records may be compared fTom sites 
expectation, recent paleo-fire syntheses revealed separated by hundreds of kilometers, the aggregated area represented by chese 
the synchrony of millennial-scale trends in fire r e c d  is quite smaU. Modifedfrom Swetnam et al. ( 1  999). 
relative to long-term changes in climate and for- 
est composition (Whitlock et d. 2003). At this long time Differences in ignition histories and post-fire fuel dynam- 
scale (> 14 000 years), paleo-records encompass major ics probably outweighed the synchronizing effect of cli- 
changes in the climatic boundary conditions, including mate, even over millennia. However, the effect of climate 
orbital geometry affecting the seasonal distribution of on  fire regimes may become evident with an increasing 
solar energy, extent of ice sheets, and CO, concentrations. number of sites that, together, represent a sizeable area 
These forcing mechanisms exert the clearest "controls" (Gavin et al. 2006). For example, century-scale patterns of 
over the nature of fire regimes and can provide explana- 
tions for past patterns in fire activity. For example, synthe- 
ses by Whitlock et al. (2003) and Brunelle et al. (2005) 
show that, while there is considerable local variability, fire 
history over the past 12 000 years follows different trajec- 
tories of summer moisture in distinct climatic regions of 
western North America. 

During the late Holocene (4000 years ago until pre- 
sent), the large-scale controls of climate, and presumably 
the range of climatic variability, were approaching those 
of the last few centuries. This period is therefore highly 
relevant in determining a background reference for many 
current fire management issues. Gavin t t  d. (2006) explic- 
itly tested the degree of synchrony of fire episodes between 
two 5000-year-long fire records in southern British 
Columbia. The results showed very little common timing 
of fire episodes, even though the sites were only - 10 kin 
apart and both located in spruce-fir sub-alpine forest. 

synchrony are emerging in areas with a high denstty of 
accurately dated paleo-frre records, such as southern 
Brltish Columbla (Hallett et al. 2003). The frnding of 
lncreaslng synchrony w ~ t h  increasing area sampled is to be 
expected from a spat~ally distributed phenomenon such as 
fire. Such comparisons suggest that even millennlal-scale 
patterns from a single slte should not be generaltzed to a 
large area. 

Fire, climate, and changing forest compc 

Fire ~nedlates the responses of forests to cllmate changc, 
elther by accelerating species turnover or by selecting for 
fire-adapted specles (Overpeck et al. 1990). In the same 
way, changes In species composition may alter fire occur- 
rence by changlng the concentration and arrangement of 
fkmrndble fuels (Bond and Kreley 2005). The strong 
potentral for interactions and feedbacks between fire and 
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itional environments 
ed in regions that lack lake sediments because charcoal persists in soils for thousands of years. A 
dates from radiocarbon-dated soil charcoal is that fire locations are known (except where sub- 
disadvantages are that radiocarbon dating is expensive and that dates may overestimate the actual 

age of a fire if the charcoal was derived from wood that was already old at the time of the fire. 
Furthermore, soils are often mixed, making it difficult t o  assess f i n  intervals except in undis- 
turbed organic soils (or peats) in cool, humid climates (Lernman et al. 2002). Other setting 
where charcoal may not be mixed include small basins (termed small hollows) that contain a 
meter o r  more of sediment (Higuera et a/. 2005) and alluvial o r  collwial fans that accumulate 
loose material at the base of a hill (Sanborn eta/. 2006). Debris flows (downslope movement of 
water-saturated sediment) are strongly associated with severe, tree-killing fires, such that char- 
coal records of debris flows may reveal how often sevew fires occur in a region currently in a 
low-severity fire regime (Rerce et a/. 2004). 

HXX) 4Ma 3m 2m rmo 0 
retaining the 125-250 pm size YeanbefcmpEsent 

class. Chmcoal records are ustcnlly 
based series charcoal Figwe 4. The charcoal record from Rocks1id.e Lake, British Columbia, smnpled 
w t i t y  from lnke sediment or continuously docon-core at 0.5 or I-crn increments (Gavin et al .  2006). (a)  Charcoal 
other ~ ~ a t i f l Q P h i ~  s-a. 7%~ concentration and sedimentation rate. The sedimentation rate was determined from a series 
sediment s m ~ k  was treated with of four rdocarbon dates and dentifiation of two volcanic asks. (b) The charcod 
w e d   hydro^ W O ~ ,  cawing accumulation rate or CHAR is the product of charcoal concentration and sedimentation 
~o~-charcoal ~rgrmic m a d  to rate. Peaks in CHAR are usually identified relative to a long-term trend (black line), and 
become almost translucent. are assumed to represent fire episodes (one or possibly more fires) near the M e .  

- . 
its controls suggest that fire occurrence over long periods 
-timy reflect inciirect (ie vegetaticln and human land use) 
iiS well as Jirect clim;lt~c controls (Bergeron et a!. 2004). 
Paleo-fire i.ectrrds, in conjcunction with independent evi- 
dence elf pnsr vegeration and i l ~ ~ u a t e ,  can help to clarify 
the links hetween tire, Fuel, ant1 climate through periods 
of s~~l-.;tnnr~;ll c111n;lre ih :u~ lc~ ,  rcve;~ling which processes 
are most rmporr;lnt in sontro[ling tire occurrence. 

A rcccnt ~ynrllra~a ot' 15 p;rlvo-tire records in the west- 
em US rcve;~le~l rll;rt l.ioln;~ss hurn1n2, as estim:ited from 
charcoal a i i ~ r ~ l ~ t ~ l ~ l t ~ t ) ~ ~  In zciluncn~s, and tree cover, ,is 
estimated fro~n 1~1l1c.n rccol-CIS, l1:1\7e ste;tdily incrG\sed 

over the past 11 000 years (Marlon et al. 2006). The paral- 
lel increase in the amount of biomass and biomass buming 
suggests that, at a regional scale and over millennia, fuel 
loads have acted as an important control of the degree of 
burning. This pattern of increasing biomass buming 
emerges only after composit~ng many records and does not 
address substantial between-site variation In the influence 
crf forest composition on fire. To illustrate such differences, 
we compare three recorcis with contrasting fire-vegeta- 
tion-lima te relationships. 

O n  tlle CentrC1L Plateau of Wyoming's YelIowstone 
National Park, due tcl the presence of infertile rhyolitic 
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soils, the vegetation was dominated by fire- 
prone lodgepole pine forests throughout the 
Holocene (Millspaugh et al. 2000; Figure 6b). 

2 
With little vegetation change to confound a 
fire-climate relationship, fire frequency 
decreased gradually with generally decreasing 
summer temperature over this period. As 
most pollen records from western North 
America show substantial changes in forest 
composition, this record provides a valuable 
"control" for the direct role of climate on fire 
occurrence. 

In the Alaskan boreal forest, Holocene 
changes in species composition had a major 
effect on fire occurrence. Here, a striking 
increase in fire occurred approximately 6000 
years ago, coincident with the establishment 
of black-spruce dominated forests, as the 
regional climate became cooler and wetter 
than previously (Lynch et al. 2002; Figure 6c). 
Compared to white spruce, the conifer that 
dominated prior to 6000 years ago, black 
spruce forests are composed of more widely 
spaced trees, occur on deep, peaty soils, and 
produce abundant fine crown fuels. These are 
all conditions that favor dry fuel and fire 
spread. Several records show a consistent 
association between fire and black spruce 
(such as in Figure 6), regardless of the timing 
of the increase in black spruce (Hu et al. 
2006). Thus, the strong differences in flam- 
mability of boreal tree species may exert a 
more important control of fire than regional 
climate change. However, in areas where 
black spruce is less common, or during periods 
dominated by similar vegetation, climate is 
probably an important control of fire history Figwe 5. Two types of paleoecological records of fie incidence in low fire 
(Lynch et al. 2004; Anderson et al. 2006). frequency coastal ecosystems of southwestern British Columbia. These records 

The role of forest composition in fire occur- prowide complementary information on the spatial and ternpod patterns of 
rence is also evident in a montane forest of fire. (a)  The time elapsed since the most recent fire (the time-since-fire) over a 
North Cascades National Park in northern network of 83 sites in a watershed on the west coast of Vancouver Island, 
Washington State, where two major vegetation British Columbia (Gavin et al. 2003). Fire ages were determined using soil- 
shifts occurred during the Holocene (Prichard charcoal radiocarbon dates and tree-ring records. (b) A lake-sediment charcoal 
2003; Figure 6d). At ca 8000 years ago, fire fie- record from the west coast of Vancouver I s h d  showing long periods with little 
quency decreased in conjunction with a replace- to no fire (Pixie Lake; Brown and Hebda 2002). CHAR is chcoal 
ment of lodgepole pine by western white pine accumulation rate, as in Figure 4 ,  but sampled at 5-cm intervals. (c) Intervals 
and Douglas-fir, indicating the onset of moister between fires inferred from dated charcoal layers in deep orgmic' sub-alpine 
conditions; this has been widely documented at meadow soils (Hallett et al. 2003). (d) A lake-sediment charcoal record j?om 
other sites in the region (Walker and Pellatt southwest British Columbia sub-alpine forest ( H d t t  et al. 2003). 
2003). Then, approximately 4500 years ago, the 
establishment of the mdem, diverse western hemlock ,and As in the North Cascades, a late-Holocene increase in fire 
western redcedar forest was followed by a return to more fie- occurrence also took place in southwestern British 
quent, and possibly more severe, fires. This increase in fire Columbia (Figure 5d), indicating that regional rather than 
fre~~uency is unexpected because hemlock and redcedar 1-1 tiactors affected fire regimes. The counterintuitive pat- 
establishment suggests a mild, wet winter climate with ear- tern in late-Holocene fire history may reflect an incomplete 

I 
lier, cooler summers - conditions that are not conducive to understanding of climate andlor vegetation on long time 
fire initiation. scales. One possibility is that the preceding perlod was rela- 

Time-since-fire from soil charcoal 

12 000 10 000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 
Years before present 

12 000 10 000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 
Years before present 

12 000 10 000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 
Years before present 

12 000 10 000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 
Years before present 
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hlgh-resolution paleocllmate data, and archeo- 

(a) t~ lenl&ed summer d i m  of norrtmest ~ o r t t ~  ~ m v i c r  loglcal evidence, the causes of these late- 
warmerldrier, cm~eri-r Holocene fluctuations in fire will remaln 

unclear. 

@) Cenal Phtslu, Yellomtom NP (Cygnet Lake: Milkpaugh a al. 2000) W The relevance of paleo-fire studies to 
lodgepole plne forest tr management 

.b -2SC 

Reference conditions 

r l I I I I r I I i  Fire and parallel vegetation histories can pro- 
10000 8000 6000 4000 2000 

Years before present 
O 

vide reference condltlons for forests prror to 
large-scale changes, ~ncluding land use and 
fire suppression (Swemam et d. 1999). In 

(c) Bwsrl faeh anml Absh (Dune Lakc: Lynch ad 2003) regions where fire suppression has greatly 
I wh~te s wce I 

vrhi  rptucc I and alzr I black sprucPdomimccd 
altered fire intervals, tree-ring evidence may 

woodland I woodland 1 boreal fqmt I 
I -,< , 7 f -ufl,* 

supplant charcoal records m definlng refer- 
- 2 0 0  

ence conditions, because of then Increased 
resolution. Nevertheless, charcoal records 

1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I  

loo00 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 
may extend the tree-ring record to broaden 

Years before present such reference periods. Care must be taken 
- - ,  when defining reference periods, because 

long-term paleoecological records may extend 
back to periods when the range of variability 
m climate, fire, or other ecosystem properties 

western hemlock 
would have limited relevance to the present. 

Mechanistic controls of fire 

10000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 Dynamic interactions among vegetation, 
Years before present fuels, physlcal landscape, climate, and 

humans can provide a perspective on mecha- 
Flgur~ 6. Generalized changes in climate, vegetation, and fire wer the Holocene nistic controls of fire unavailable through 
at three srtes. (a) A simplified trend of average summer climate over the other approaches. For example, there has 
Holocene in the study area; we acknowledge, however, much vanability in often been a dichotomy between fire ecolo- 
climate b u s t o y  that was not synchrmus over northwest North Amenca. gists who vlew local factors (patterns of vege- 
(W Charcoal and vegetation records for three sites shown as the raw h r c d  tatlon and fuels) as domlnant controls of fire - 
data (Mack), the mterpeted fire epnaks fmn charcoal peaks and average regimes and those who vlew cl~matlc varla- 
mtae,als between fire eprsodes (orange), and generdzed vegetam opes (green). tlon as pre-emment. T h ~ s  dichotomy reflects 
The unrts of charcoal accumula~on rate (CHAR) are bared on m e a s u m t s  of different scales of focus. Sub-contmental fire 
charcoal area at the Alaska site, or charcoal par~cle counts at the other sttes. climatology analyses tend to emphasize the 

domlnant controls of seasonal to decadal cll- 
tlvely fuel-limlted and ~roduced low-seventy, patchy fires. matlc vanation (eg Hessl et al. 2004), whlle managers are 
The return of denser forests lead to a re-occurrence of large often focused on short-term and local ecological phe- 
fire events (des~lte cooler summer condttlons). Another nomena that drlve management debates (eg Peterson et 
posslb~ltt~ IS that lightning lgn~tlons were llmlted m the ear- al. 2005). In contrast, the paleoecologlcal perspective 

her per~od, and the climate changes that brought more mols- shows that climate and slte ecology are important con- - also lncreased ignltlons. Altematlvely, human-set fires trols of fire regimes. As shown In this paper (eg Flgure 61, 
may have increased at this tlme, as thls period coincides such msights are region-spec~fic and requtre detalled 
wlth wi&spread cultural intensification In the reglon analyses of mult~ple proxy indicators of past cllmate, fire, 
(Lepofsky et d. Z005). Yet another poss~billty ts that Interan- and vegetatlon, as well as cornpartsons of hlstorlcal 
nual varidon In cl~mate mcreased, such that wh~le the records from the aame reglon. 
mean condi&rr~s bored a meslc forest compositlon, the fre- 

quency of sh~&-&XI summer drought mcreased. These Eco/ogjca/ modeling 
mechantsms were aho proposed for sim~lar flndlngs m east- 
em Canada (Carcailiet er al. 2001) and Alaska (Lynch et d. Long-term fire h~storlea may be used to did development 

~thout,more detaled between-slte comparisons, of ecosystem models that wtll allow managers to con- 
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struct many "what if' forecasts of fire under a range of 
future fuel and climate scenarios. One means of predict- 
ing fire is through statistical modeling of the relationship 
between historical fire occurrence and different climatic 
variables. For example, McKenzie et al. (2004) quantified 
relationships between area bumed and climatic parame- 
ters for the 11 large states in the contiguous western US 
and projected area bumed using a climate model scenario 
for future climate. Should these relationships hold in the 
future, this analysis predicted 100-200% increases in 
annual area burned, but with considerable regional varia- 
tion due to different relative climatic controls of fire. 

Although statistical models provide a straightforward 
approach to projecting fire occurrence, the effects of 
changing vegetation are not explicitly modeled. Given 
that projected future climate changes are of a scale similar 
to or greater in amplitude than those during the 
Holocene (IPCC 20071, future fire occurrence mav be . . 
greatly affected by changes in vegetation and climate. If 
vegetation changes substantially under future climate, 
existing statistical models may not reliably predict con- 
comitant changes in fire regimes. 

To project fire in a system with changing vegetation 
requires a mechanistic approach with a dynamic vegeta- 
tion model. Such models have only recently been modi- 
fied to simulate fire and feedbacks between fire and vege- 
tation (eg Arora and Boer 2005). These models also 
address the effects of increases in atmospheric CO, on 
vegetation (eg by increasing water-use efficiency). 
Furthermore, they are able to examine how the specific 
sequence of climatic variations that ultimatelv occur , -  
affects the dynamics of vegetation and fire over time, 
toward some future condition. 

Paleoecological records provide data at the spatial and 
temporal scales (stands to landscapes, over centuries to 
millennia) in which vegetation models operate. Model 
"hindcasts" of vegetation and fire during past climates 
can therefore be compared to paleoecological records. 
These data-model comparisons may be used to evaluate 
the predictive power of models and, when validated. the 
models can provide mechanistic explanations for patterns 
in the data. Few studies have yet used paleo-fire data in 
this way (Spessa et al. 2003). Flannigan et  al. (2001) car- 
ried out one such studv, in which valeo-fire data from 
6000 years before present was used as an analog for future 
warming to test predicted changes in fire regimes. With 
further contributions of paleo-fire records to a growing 
dataset, and with the concurrent development of vegeta- 
tion models that include Are processes, we expect paleo- 
fire records to play a major role in projecting future pat- 
terns in vegetation and fire. 
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